Introduction
In a mosaic of literature on law and development and related new institutional economics, scholars have sought to prove the correlation between economic development and enforceable property rights.
1 Much of it focused on the role of institutions in safeguarding property rights and reducing transaction costs. 2 If those having property rights even in a small flat have effective titles, they will have more incentives to invest and use their properties as collateral for credit. In economic terms, an effective system of property information is a public good. 3 When property information is standardized and accessible, the system allows for effective planning that incorporates demographics, land use, and environmental-impact assessments.
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Because the benefits are so broadly dispersed and the costs of providing a standardized property system are so high, some form of state intervention is typically necessary to establish national systems for the registration of land information, 5 particularly in terms of valuing rights and collecting consents.
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In China, the lack of efficient legal institutions that provide reliable property information for impersonal exchange has hampered sustained economic development. 7 With the development of market economy and emergence of private property interests, creating functioning property institutions has been put on legislature's agenda. 8 In Verdery's terms, land titles have become hallmarks of citizenship, person-hood and social justice. 9 China must tone down public power and distribute more private interests, wealth and status to people. 10 From government's perspective, respecting property rights, holding policy accountability and maintaining 5 ibid 23.(" [T] he benefits of well-defined and secure property rights and the advantages of public provision of such rights have, over history, led virtually all economically and politically advanced societies to establish state-managed systems for regulating land ownership and land transfers.") 6 Benito Arruñada, Property Enforcement as Organized Consent, 19 J.L. ECON. & ORG. 401 (2003) (analyzing the class Diamond Joe different land administration systems in obtaining consent and enforcing in rem property rights). 7 According to a joint World Bank (WB)-People's Bank of China (PBOC) report, while 70% of small-business financing was secured by movable property in the U.S., the figure for China was less in the status of the household, the related parties should apply to register the transfer of ownership or the change of current status of the household in the local household administrative organ. After the Rules came into effect, all the owners of private households were required to submit registration applications to affirm their ownership, regardless of whether the household had previously been registered. In addition, since ownership can only be represented by the Certificate, any transfer or assignment of ownership can only be effective after registration. Changes in the physical formation, for example the size of the household also had to be registered. With the implementation of these rules, the household registration system was thus standardized. The next significant statute on real estate administration was the Urban Real Estate Administration Law, enacted by the National People's Congress (the "NPC") in 1994. 29 Under this law, the effect of registration has been further clarified:
only by completion of registration will the owners legally obtain ownership of the real estate, and that ownership can only be represented by Certificate of Title. In addition, the various laws and regulations have been promulgated subsequently in order to finetune the details in the mechanics of registration. 
Understanding the Current Registration System

Bifurcation of registering land use right and housing on the same apartment
In China, immovable property registration is provided by registrars of the local government level as a type of public service. According to the Measures of Land
Registration and the Measures of Housing Registration, the registrations of land and housing are separate. For urban housing registration in China, the owner has to register with two separate authorities in order to obtain two different entitlement certificates, namely, a certificate of housing ownership with the housing authority and a certificate for a LUR with the state land administration authority. 31 The LUR of state-owned land and collectively-owned land, as well as the mortgage over LUR, easement, and other property rights in the land, need to be registered in the land authority at local level. 32 The transfer of housing and any other housing-related rights, however, need to be registered at the Housing Registrar. 33 Nonetheless, recently a trend has developed in some place, notably in Shanghai, where the local housing authority and land authority have merged to issue a single certificate combining LUR and housing ownership. This is a desirable improvement, but whether other parts in the country would follow remains yet to be seen.
A hybrid system of mandatory and voluntary models
When PL was drafted, there was a debate on the choice of property registration model within the civilian system to emulate. From the above PL provisions, it appears prima facie that the Chinese land registration system appears to adopt German's constitutive system, as the Code stipulates that a change of certain property rights will only take effect when they are duly registered. It seems that, like the Germanic and Torrens systems, registration is of the essence for conveyance of a property interest in China. However, upon a closer look, one may discover the many exceptions in the same piece of legislation to this "no registration, no property right" norm. Exceptions refer to the declarative system that does not mandate registration to effectuate the property interest. The current land registration system can be said to be a mixed model. 38 The PL article 9. 39 The PL article 14.
will come into effect after registration. 40 In contrast, the recordation of contractual management rights of rural land, the use right of rural housing site, the easement, and the floating charge, merely enables them to stand against third parties. Table 1 surveys the scope of application of two different models in China. 
A belated Property transfer theory
A major manifestation of the distinction between the law of obligations and the law of property in civil law systems is the relationship between contract for sale and conveyance (property transfer). There are two major legal groups that deal with this relationship: consensual system vs. traditio system. As discussed above, 41 the consensual system is used in the voluntary model. Under this system, a valid contract for sale is in itself sufficient to complete the property transfer. Nonetheless, the traditio system dictates that although a contract creates obligations, the transfer of property requires an additional element, delivery or act of conveyance in order to transfer a property right. Depending on whether the property transfer is determined by the invalidity of sale contract, the traditio approach is further divided into casual and abstract systems.
When a transfer of a property right depends on a valid underlying contract, it is said that the law adheres to the casual theory. On the contrary, abstract theory maintains that the invalidity of the preceding obligation-creating contract does not affect the validity of the property transfer, and that ownership can be transferred in the absence of a valid obligatory contract if there was a valid proprietary (real) contract, together with either delivery for movable property or registration for immovable property, as required in the traditiosystem.
When the PL was drafted, there was a heated debate on whether China needed to introduce the abstract system that has been in existence in Germany. 42 Second, the function of the theory is to ensure the certainty and conclusiveness of registration by providing protection for a third party who is aware of the vitiating factors in the formation of contract. However, this function has been largely, if not completely substituted, by the principle of bona fide acquisition, which has already been entrenched in Chinese civil law for a long time.
The PL includes the principle of bona fideacquisition (acquisition in good faith). Bona fideacquisition occurs when a purchaser acquires the ownership of the property without leaving any room for the original owner to make a claim for its return. 44 In summary, Chinese law has avoided dealing with the doctrinal distinction between casual and abstract theory. In any event, the additional requirement is linked to the contract somehow, because invalidity of the contract will affect the proprietary effects of conveyance. This, however, does not mean that Chinese law embraces casual theory absolutely. In practice, once registration is completed, if the purchaser challenges the transfer of title on the ground of an invalid contract, there is little need to discuss whether there should be a causal link or no link between the underlying contract and proprietary effect. Rather, the purchaser simply has to meet the bona fide acquisition criteria set out above.
Powers of Review and Public Access to Information
Since registration is the ultimate component to trigger the transfer of property interests, 45 the scope of the Registrar's authority to review documents deserves discussion. Generally, the Chinese Registrar's powers of review are less than the German counterparts. In Germany, the Registrar's powers of review extend not only to verify that the document complies with formal requirements, but also to examine 44 Art 106 PL. 45 Exceptions do exist i.e. the application of the declarative system as illustrated above.
whether the documents reflect that the applicant has a genuine and substantive right to the property. In addition, the German Registrar also has a power to verify whether the description of property, such as location, size and boundary matches the reality. If the Registrar is suspicious of any fraud or mistake, a registration application may be suspended, pending further investigation.
This is not the case in China, as firstly, China's Registrars are part of a governmental agency rather than part of the judiciary. Administrative officers do not enjoy the wide powers and discretion vested in and exercised by a judicial officer. Secondly, China does not have a uniform constitutive or compulsory registration model, unlike Germany. For property rights which do not require registration to be effective, a strong power of review is unwarranted. Thirdly, since a right entails an obligation, having a strong power to verify denotes an obligation to make the registration entries reliable and conclusive, otherwise liability for compensation may arise. Under
Chinese law, all entries on the land registry are deemed to or presumed to be correct unless there is evidence showing the mistake or defects of the Registrar. 46 On the other hand, giving the Registrar a strong power of review should increase the accuracy of the records, given the Registrar's superior power in ensuring the accuracy of the documents. Because Chinese law only presumes the correctness of the registry, but does not guarantee its accuracy, by implication, it appears that the Chinese Registrars should have weaker powers of review than their German counterparts.
Fourthly, it is not viable for a municipal Registrar, with merely a few dozen staff, and having to deal with tens of thousands of applications every month, to be vested with the German-like strong power of review. At present, the Registrar's staff are also not well-trained enough to exercise a strong power to review. In summary, the strong power of review is neither practical nor feasible in today's China.
According to the PL, when an applicant submits documents for registration, he needs to provide documents such as proof of title, the location and the size of the immovable property for registration with the Registrar. 47 The Registrar then performs the following duties: (1) 
Liability for mistakes and fraud
As a rule of thumb, the claimant for compensation shoulders the burden of showing that the preliminary notice was submitted without reasonable cause. According to the PL article 21, any party providing false application materials for registration and causing damages to any other person shall undertake the liability for compensation.
But when a registration office causes damages to any other person because of its own mistake, the registration office shall undertake the liability for compensation.
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In practice, it is more often than not to encounter three major causes of loss. 
Choosing Qingdao as the place of study
For this purpose, the city of Qingdao is selected for this study.There are two principal reasons for this choice. Firstly, Qingdao is a major sub-provincial city in the east
Coast of China with a strong economy. The high property price and big property transaction volume justify the selection. Secondly, there is a practical reason as the author has personally been to the Qingdao Real Estate Transaction Exchange (the QRETE, Property Registry) a few times conducting field research. By this the author has established strong contacts with Registrar's staff and agents. This obviously helped to make this study possible.The author acknowledges that this study's limitation lies within its narrow geographic focus.
Specifically, the Eastern Chinese city of Qingdao is selected to conduct the case study. 
The design of the Survey and Interviews
The design of the survey was based on the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) concept of "legal efficiency" as the criteria. 55 It is clear that for any property registration system, its basic function is an economic one, as it facilitates access to the secured credit markets. Nussbaumer and Dahan (2009) 56 suggest that legal efficiency should be analysed "by looking at the degree to which the legal framework enables secured transactions, first to achieve their basic function, and secondly, to operate in a way which maximizes economic benefit", and further break down the second criterion into five categories, namely "simplicity, cost, speed, certainty and fit-to-context". Applying this approach, respondents were asked questions relating to the two criteria of "basic legal function" and "maximizing economic benefit", including the 5 subcategories of simplicity, cost, speed, certainty, and fit-to-context. Furthermore, interviews were conducted with selected industry participants, including the registration officers to obtain a better understanding of the operational issues involved in registering real property in Qingdao.To identify some of the social, economic political and legal preconditions necessary for the formal regime to function effectively in relation to the adoption of a Torrens-style system for urban LURs, this paper draws on the a diversity of indicators and exploit complementarities among themthat have made the transition to a systematic system,
Results & Discussions
Of all the surveys handed out,only 128 feedbacks were received. Among these 128
answers, 92 were dealt with by agents, 9 by lawyers, and 27 by purchaser themselves.
A summary of the responses to the questions posted isas follows: Contrary to what were reflected in the feedbacks to the surveys, the registration process can be considered as simple and straightforward, especially considering that documents required are standard documents and there are no other special onerous requirements. The reason why so many considered the system to be complicated could be because of their unfamiliarity with the system as first-time buyer. It is interesting to note that after the introduction of the Purchase Restriction Order (限购 令), the purchaser's registered place of residence under the "hukou" (户口) system will have to be verified to be Qingdao before the registration can be completed. This is a pre-condition to the property transfer, and is not an additional onerous requirement.
3) Speed: What is the average amount of time required to complete the property registration process? Is the amount of time acceptable? For property sales in a secondary market, including sale of titled apartment, housing donation and property inheritance, the average amount of time required to complete the registration is around 10 days. 97 respondents find this duration acceptable and the rest thinks it cannot shortened further. In fact, the actual practice is the certificate can be issued within 5 working days.
4)
Cost: What are the legal costs and fees involved in the property registration process? What is the proportion of the legal fees and costs compared to the total purchase price? For registering a newly built house, the aggregate taxes and fees paid (including property deed tax, transaction fee, registration fee, and stamp duty as well as property maintenance fund) can amount to 4% to the total purchase price. To be specific, the property deed tax is 3% if the house bought is not the first one registered under the owner. If the house is the first property for the registering owner, he or she pays property deed tax at 1% of the total purchase price if the floor area of the property is below 90 square meters and 1.5% of the total purchase price for the floor area between 90 and 144 square meters. The owner need to pay 3% of total purchase price as property deed tax if the floor area of the property is above 144 square meters even if the house is the first property for the owner. If an owner intends to sell the property within 5 years of transaction, he or she needs to pay 5.5% of the total purchase price as property business tax in addition to the property deed tax and fees mentioned above. Therefore, only 11 out of 128 respondents think the registration cost is reasonable and all others complain the high cost.
5)
Certainty (1): Do you think that a notary or a conveyancing lawyer should be involved in, and advise on, the property registration process? Although it was not strictly necessary in Qingdao to engage the services of conveyancing lawyers, it soon became apparent from the respondents' feedback (21 out of 128) that they were uncertain about the details of the property registration system in Qingdao, and that both banks and purchasers engaged the services of property agents, who served the function of "quasi-conveyancers" in Qingdao. Therefore, it is observed that in most cases, it is not necessary for a notary or a conveyancing lawyer to be involved. The purchasers and banks usually appoint property agents to assist in the property registration process, and the agents' fees are in the range of RMB 1,000 -2,000. been affected. However, as purchasers are not allowed to take bank loans to acquire their third (or subsequent) unit of residential property, the property registra must be checked for the purchaser's previous property acquisitions before mortgages can be registered. As mentioned previously, the purchaser's registered place of residence under the "hukou" (户口) system will have to be verified to be Qingdao before the registration can be completed.
The survey findings present a mixed finding. Applying the United Nations Doing
Business report as a benchmark, this study indicates that the property registration system in Qingdao can be considered "very efficient" in the category of Basic Legal
Function and sub-categories of Simplicity, Speed and Fit-to-Context, while it can be considered "efficient" for the sub-categories of Cost and Certainty. Owners' property interests need to be protected to facilitate and encourage investment. This dovetails the ranking result of the World Bank Doing Business report of 2013 on Registering
Property. Despite the criticisms leveled on this ranking, 60 China outperformed many business-friendly countries such as United Kingdom and Canada and was ranked no.
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. 61 However, some problems persist. When asked of liability for mistake, the Registrar's staff declined to answer this question. Perhaps the best explanation for this refusal is one, this is a tough question to check the quality control of their services and people tend to resist liabilities if there is no built system; second, the assurance fund compensation scheme has not been set up internally or has not been given sharp teeth even it has been crudely put on paper.
Part D. Concluding remarks
Drawing on the case study, the article concludes that China takes pride in its quite recent efforts in building and developing land registration system with its relatively efficient in certain aspects.However, it is highlighted that, in spite of some two decades of steady progress in building property registry in urban areas, significant efforts still need to be made to clearly define and properly document individual legal rights to land. In view of regulatory overlaps in provisions, striving for a uniform registration system at the national scale is indispensable for simplifying land transactions, using land as collateral for credit, and enabling land administration.
Three research findings are summarized as follows: some shortcomings such as uniformity issue, electronic networking and level of liability for mistake. Functional property registry is valuable market facilitator.
Second, China adopts a compulsory registration system for urban property transactions, sale or mortgage. The massive volume of real estate transactions in urban areas propels government's intervention to build strong local public registries.
The stronger the public registries are, the less palliative services provided by private producers, such as agents and notaries. In China, through the lens of Qingdao case study, notary does not play a significant role as in France or Germany in property transactions.
Third, there are quite a few challenges facing the property registry still. Of the most important is the liability for registry's mistake or fault in executing or performing functions or duties. Another perceived problem is the high cost paid in each and every transaction, particularly in the secondary property market. This may due to the policy change given the real estate market control. Therefore, there is a need to monitor, assess, and improve strategies and reforms.
